The Children's Hospital is the tallest building in Iowa City at 14 stories tall and adds a prominent feature to the skyline.

The Field House once housed the largest indoor collegiate swimming pool in the United States at its time, as well as a dirt floor perfect for track and field events. A steel arch can be seen on the back side of the Field House, where an Armory used to be joined. The Armory was demolished in 1989 to make room for UI Hospitals and Clinics.

Hillcrest Residence Hall is perched on one of the highest bluffs in Iowa City, resulting in a beautiful view of the river and campus.

Boyd Law Building was constructed from concrete and aluminum to reflect materials used in Iowa agriculture architecture. The central dome on top of Boyd Law Building is reminiscent of the Old Capitol on UI campus.

**Bonus Code Question:**

The bronze sculpture in front of Boyd Law Building “suggests to viewers and students that the ordinary young person is capable of noble acts.” What is the name of this sculpture? Answer is case sensitive.

Submit the answer in Employee Self-Service > My LiveWELL Portal for 150 liveWELL points!